That was the Audi Fashion Award 2014
		On 09 October 2014, was awarded the Hamburg Curio-house for the third time the Audi Fashion Award. From over 150 applications for the most creative and innovative ideas and designs were selected and determined the finalists. The distinguished jury, among other things occupied with Vertertern from the fashion industry and fashion press, named after the runway shows fashion newcomers in four different categories.On the winners now wait a Audi A1 for a month, cash prizes and internships with the patrons of the Awards. Have won for:  Beyond Today (Odeeh) - Hayk Gabrielyan (HAW Hamburg)  Modern Icons (Closed) - Daniel Bartels (HAW Hamburg)  Active Lifestyle (Chiemsee) - Anna Bornhold (Arts Bremen)  Sophisticated Elegance (René Lezard) - Ann-Sophie A. Hofmann (Fahmoda Hannover) The finalists for the Audi Fashion Award could not only convince the ten-member jury with their designs, but also the approximately 700 enthusiastic spectators at the Curio-Haus.The fashion-conscious guests were fascinated by the high quality of the designs of young designers and celebrated the winner late into the night. Among the prominent guests of the evening included, among others Rafael van der Vaart and Sabia Boulahrouz, actresses Mirja du Mont, Princess Elna Margret zu Bentheim, Andrea Lüdke, Sanna Englund, Nina Bott, André Borchers and Bachelorette Anna Christina Hofbauer, but also numerous GNTM Models as Lovelyn, Jolina and Aminata. Were quite impressed, HSV-player Dennis Diekmeier, Heiko Westermann and Marcell Jansen of Hamburg and numerous prominent celebrities.   "With design new ground that draws competitions like this," says Dietmar K. Elsasser, General Sales Manager Audi North Region."Design and new ways also determine at Audi's corporate philosophy, for example, for the new Audi TT. We congratulate all the winners of the Audi Fashion Award warmly on their innovative ideas. " The Fashion student Anna Bornhold has prevailed with her collection "Ariba Ariba" in the category Active Lifestyle against five other young talents. Above all, her special language and the choice of material could convince. Like the other award winners, they will receive a cash prize of € 3000 and can look forward to an internship at the studio of Chiemsee and an Audi A1 for a month.
		Daniel Bartels, the winner in the category Modern Icons is overjoyed by the award: "Winning and the internship at Closed now opens my door and gate to the fashion world - I can not believe that I actually won." Also in the home René Lezard one is very happy about the result and the winner Ann-Sophie A. Hofmann in their category. "We look forward to the internship with Ann-Sophie." Said Thomas Hill, Product Manager at René Lezard, "you will be able to take on very diverse tasks with us." As a special treat were in the jury-break, the winner of the last two awards their latest collections and were able to show viewers how they have evolved over the past few years. The continued promotion of the winners of the award is a special affair of the heart of Audi."We like to focus on sustained and continually promote the winners.To show up here again to a wide audience, is a special opportunity for all and a further important step in the development of their career, "said Dietmar K. Elsasser. The Audi Fashion Award honors young talents for their creativity, innovation and trend sense. It includes four categories: Modern Icons, Active Lifestyle, Beyond Today and Sophisticated Elegance.Also this year there were renowned patrons for each category: the brands Closed, Odeeh, René Lezard and Chiemsee. After the application period and the announcement of finalists in this summer their designs for the fashion show in Hamburg continued to own. They could now prove here that their ideas convince on the catwalk by cutting, processing, quality, elegance and practicality.They had especially the Jury of enthusiastic about Thomas Hill René Lezard, Manfred Wagner of Closed and Franca Hoef-Emden of Chiemsee and Jörg Ehrlich and Otto Drögsler, founder and designer of Odeeh, the chief editor of the " Teaser Magazine "Thomas Meyer , the fashion editor of the "Maxi" Ole Mlodzian, Juliane Diesner, editor-in-chief of "www.styleshiver.com" Artemis Karoussos from the Audi Design Team and Alice Pieper of Nya Nordiska. For their presentation on the catwalk, the students were supported with materials of Nya Nordiska and shoes from Zign. The elaborate hairstyles were created by Louisa Artists, Make-Up concept and implementation came from Christina Vacirca for M · A · C Cosmetics

